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Annually, from across dozens of galactic sectors, men, girblons, women, and children tune in to their local space TV stations for
the most anticipated event of the year: “ChargeShot”. Bounty hunters from across the known universe compete annually for

eternal glory and a coveted $2,000,001 space-credit reward.

In ChargeShot, each player is armed with a Pulsar Cannon, capable of powerful blasts that bounce off walls and instantly
destroy any life forms they touch; an Energy Shield, which can reflect Pulsar blasts and knock opponents into dangerous

hazards; and a standard-issue jetpack for traversing the battlefield with deadly speed and grace.

Test your reflexes against up to 3 other friends (or enemies, as the case may be by the end of the night).

  Features

Up to 4 player competitive matches

Distinct game modes

12 Unique levels that affect gameplay

Add Bots into matches

Single player campaign

Unlockable characters and levels

Leaderboards

Achievements

Trading cards

Dynamic music
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Title: ChargeShot
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Cowboy Color
Publisher:
Cowboy Color
Release Date: 18 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.7Ghz

Graphics: 512MHz GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Can't recommend, it was so buggy I wasn't able to play it despite trying for 3h. If you must go for it, watch the refund counter..
If the devs actually did something with this, I will say that they've got a good foundation of a game, but it's a buggy mess as it is,
with frequent crashing and one of my saves getting locked after the fourth major gang fight failing to proceed the story.
However, given the utter lack of any change notes or patch logs I've seen, I think it's safe to say this thing's abandoned and the
$20 I paid was to snag a sucker for some quick cash.

Pros:
Decent enough foundation for an early access.
Customization is a good personalization feature.

Cons:
Buggy as hell.
Very user unfriendly
Lack of dev response or communication indicates dead game.
Combat is confusing and contradictory at times.
Bad time invested for experience curve meaning growth is slow at best.
Skills are all over the place.
Way too much money for what's here.

If the devs are listening, finish your game. It could actually be worth something someday, but it's worth exactly $0 in this state,
and I'd return it if I didn't burn through over 2 hours on customization and attempted to polish the turd for the rest of my time
spent.

1\/10. Great little game to pass time when waiting for an install or my girlfriend to finish getting ready....
Gets tough buts defo worth a play!. People complaining about this game looking like a flash game and then ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ on
it, clearly have not read the description of the game before purchasing. It was the creators intention to make a game reminiscing
of those flash stick man games on Newgrounds and so on. Having said that, unless you really enjoyed those when you were
younger, you`re not gonna get very much else out of this one. Not worth the price listed either.. The game touches with its
simplicity and pleasant graphic performance. She inspired me to start making games myself.
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This review may be edited as the game update, tho, it's still on Early.

PROS:
Awesome!
that was my first impression of this game, and this game still on Early Access, i looking forward to this game.

Addicting
Nice Animation

what make me love this game is the battle, Fast Paced, and Cool Boss Battle, Hero(you call it Warlock here) Variation, and yep,
Skill Variation that grows every level + gain some different animation on certain level

i mean Cool Boss Battle is like:
at the First, that Robot Boss, look like "meh, ez" but, yeah, plot twist,  there's two boss at that room, and the second one isn't ez 
i love the plot twist

CONS:

Achievement Still Error,
Melee Hero isn't that Flexible,
Online Co-op still buggy

.....
I think this game Need more Badass Soundtrack :3. Even thpugh this is not a big add-on, it still gives a nice touch to the game!.
updated to reflect ubi change of decision. Running in the 90's. The Next Door is an easy game to review because it has no
substance. It is an aberration that is desperately striving to be abstraction. The only tangible thought one can come away with
after experiencing it is just how poorly a video game can be made. Listing the flaws of The Next Door could indeed be a game
in and of itself; incredibly uncomplicated puzzles, nauseating music that resounds in cursory loops, terribly designed and
piercingly bright areas that burn out your retinae, awful player movement and interaction, the worst optimization imaginable and
it takes thirty minutes to complete, due to the harsh content however, this is a blessing.

The Next Door will be forgotten quicker than it ends as you laugh and move onto the next game.

2\/10
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